Paying the land
by Joe Sacco
Against a vast and gorgeous landscape that dwarfs all human scale,
Paying the Land lends an ear to trappers and chiefs, activists and
priests, to tell a sweeping story about money, dependency, loss, and
culture-recounted in stunning visual detail by one of the greatest
cartoonists alive.

They called us enemy
by George Takei
The iconic actor and activist presents a graphic memoir detailing his
experiences as a child prisoner in the Japanese-American internment
camps of World War II, reflecting on the hard choices his family made
in the face of legalized racism.

Grandville force majeure : a fantasy
by Bryan Talbot
Despite being on the run after he is accused of murder Detective
Inspector LeBrock will stop at nothing to stop the diabolical scheme of
gangland overlord Tiberius Koenig.

The adoption
by Zidrou
When aging Gabriel's son and daughter adopts an orphaned girl from
Peru, Gabriel doesn't know what to think of this foreign child who isn't
of his own blood.The story is made up of moments of sharing
between the grandfather and the granddaughter, as well as various
interactions around this dilemma with his wife, his lifelong friends,
and his own son himself. But when surprise twists complicate matters, true feelings
blossom and Life takes on a whole new palette.
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Graphic Novels

Solutions and other problems

Patience

by Allie Brosh

by Daniel Clowes

The creator of the award-winning Hyperbole and a Half presents a new
collection of comedic, autobiographical and deceptively illustrated
essays on topics ranging from childhood and very bad pets to grief,
loneliness and powerlessness in modern life.

A psychedelic science-fiction love story from the author of "Ghost
World" veers from violent destruction to deeply personal tenderness.

We served the people : my mother's stories

The hard tomorrow

by Emei Burell

by Eleanor Davis

A collection of moving stories passed from mother to daughter
recounting life during China's Cultural Revolution. Burell's stunning
illustrations honor her mother's courage, strength, and determination
during a decade of tremendous political upheaval, where millions of
lives were lost, and introduces us to a young Burell in a new era of
self-discovery.

Kindred

Hannah is a thirty-something wife, home-health worker, and antiwar
activist. Her husband, Johnny, is a stay-at-home pothead working or
“working” on building them a house before the winter chill sets
in. Helping Hannah in her fight for the future is her best friend Gabby,
a queer naturalist she idolizes and who adores her. Helping Johnny
build the house is Tyler, an off-the-grid conspiracy theorist driven sick by his own
cloudy notions of reality.

by Octavia E. Butler

Hot comb

The visionary author's masterpiece pulls us-along with her Black
female hero-through time to face the horrors of slavery and explore the
impacts of racism, sexism, and white supremacy then and now.

by Ebony Flowers

The hunting accident : a true story of crime
and poetry
by David L. Carlson
Describes how Charlie Rizzo uncovers the truth about his father's
blindness--a shotgun blast to the face during an armed robbery-and details Matt Rizzo's incarceration in Stateville Prison, where
he created an alliance with Nathan Leopold Jr.

Going into town : a love letter to New York

A collection of graphic novel stories offers a look into the relationship
between black women and their hair, from a tale of a young girl's first
perm to being the only black player on a white softball team.

Chasing echoes
by Dan Goldman
A heartfelt tale about dysfunctional family dynamics, the ghosts of
war and what brings us back together. Malka, the black sheep of her
family, learns that her relatives are making a decades-in-the-planning
pilgrimage to their grandfather's pre-Holocaust home in Poland...and
she wasn't invited. After guilt-tripping herself a ticket as the selfappointed "Keeper of the Family Archives," it becomes clear that everyone's brought
more baggage than just their suitcases.

by Roz Chast
The best-selling author of Can't We Talk About Something More
Pleasant? presents an uproarious graphic-novel tribute to
Manhattan that reflects on the culture clash between her ruralraised children and herself, sharing zany and occasionally practical
advice on subjects ranging from sidewalk gum wads to navigating
honeycombed grids.

Imagine wanting only this
by Kristen Radtke
After becoming interested in ruins and abandoned places, the author
journeys around the world, depicting deserted Midwestern towns,
empty villas in Italy, islands in the Philippines, and locales in New
York City and her own personal experiences of love and loss.

